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Abstract 
Tins is a summary of the design proeedure for the de

tuned accelerator structure for SLAC's Next Linear Col
lider (NLC) program(l]. The 11.-12-1 GHz accelerating 
mode of each cavity must he synchronous with the beam. 
The distribution of the disk thicknesses and lowest syn

chronous dipole mode frequencies of the cavities in the 
struct me is Gaussian in order to reduce the eirect of 
wake fii'liU|2|. The ti.iite element field solver YAP cal
culated the accelerating mode frequency and the lowest 
synchronous dipole mode frequency for various cavity di
ameters, aperture diameters awl disk thicknesses. Polyno
mial 3-piuami'tcr fits are used to calculate the dimensions 
for a 1.8 m detuned structure. The program SlTliHKlSH 
was used to calculate the shunt impedances, quality factors 
and group velocities'. Tile 11F paraiuetersof the .section like 
lilling time, attenuation factor, accclciating gradient and 
maximum surface held along the section arc evaluated. Er
ror estimates will he discussed ami comparisons with con
ventional constant gradient and constant impedance struc
tures will be presented. 

I. ACCELERATING MODE 
The accelerator structure is a disk loaded waveguide 

driven at 11.424 GHz. The phase advance per cell is chosen 
to be 0 = 2ir/3. In order for the accelerating mode to 
maintain synchronism with the beam the phase velocity 
must lie i : c, thus the cell length is I = 0.8748cm. 

Synchronism with the beam is a constraint on the 
dimensions of a cell. The dimensions are the disk aper
ture 2(1, the cell diameter 26 and the disk thickness t. The 
inner edge of the disks arr round with full radius, not Hat. 
The RF parameters of a cell can be computed by treating 
the cell as part of a periodic structure. Let /„{2», 26, f) be 
the accelerating mode frequency at 0 = 2ir/3. Then the 
synchronism constraint is 

/ 0 (2a, 26,0 = 11,424 GHz. (1) 

This can be considered an implicit formula for 26(2n,r) for 
the cells of the accelerator structure. That is, given the 
parameters 2a and t of a cell, solve (1) for 26. 

The finite clement field solver YAP[3j wan used to 
compute the accelerating mode frequency ]B for various cell 
dimensions covering the range 0.7493cm < 2a < 1.1G84 cm 
and O.lOlGcin < t < 0.2540cm. The range of cell diame
ters wns 2.0828 cm < 26 < 2.3022 cm. For a given set of 
dimensions (2n, 26 and t) meshes for one cell of a periodic 
structure wore constructed using triangular elements. The 
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Figure 1. The cell diameter 26 (in cm) which yields syn
chronism with the beam (i^ = c). The dots are the 
2110 cells of the detuned accelerator structure. The right 
most dot is the first (input) cell anil the leftmost dot is the 
bust (output) cell. 

number of elements and the topology of the uieslies are 
independent of the cell parameters, so the mesh depends 
smoothly on the cell dimensions. Then discrcli/.atiou error 
can be considered a systematic error when comparing two 
cells wit It slightly different dimensions. 

The accelerating mode frequency /„ was calculated by 
YAP using four successively refined meshes composed of 
quadratic elements. The estimated relative accuracy of the 
frequency calculation for the finest, mesh is ~ 1G~". Fur
ther accuracy was obtained by extrapolating the four cal
culations to zero element size (an infinitely refined mesh). 
Conservative error estimates for the extrapolated /„ range 
from 5 KHz for large r cases to 30KHz for small t cases. 

The calculations were lit lo the polynomial 

/„(2«,2M)= £ £E/to*<26>''f.2«0>"\ 
i= - l j=0*=0 

(2) 

Only 105 calculations with |/„ - 11.424 GH«[ < 150 MHz 
were included in the least squares lit for the 45 parame
ters. The polynomial approximates the calculations with 
residual errors < 80 KHz. The polynomial can be used to 
solve (1) for the cell diameter 26 with an error ~ 1 /iin. 
This error is comparable to lite skin depth in copper at 
the operating frequency and about an order of magnitude 
smaller than available machining tolerances, A contour 
plot of 26(2n,f) is shown in Figure 1. 
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II. DIPOLE MODE 
Itl order to reduce the effect of wakefields it is useful 

to detune or spread out the frequencies of the undesircd 
modes, A Gaussian distribution of the modes leads lo very 
good cancellation of the wakefield effects. The wakelicld 
decoheres in a time comparable to the reciprocal of the 
width of the frequency distribution of the modes. 
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disk aperture diameter 2n (cm) 
1 inure - . The lowest synchronous dipulc moilc frc-
quency /i (in GHz). Tin' cell diameter 2/i is determined 
from thr synchronism condition. Tin- open circles ari' the 
dimensions at which / i was computed. The ilots arc tlu 
'JOG ii il> nf the ilctuni'il accelerator structure 

Tin' largest wakelield l>y far CIHIICS fruni ihr lowest 
dipnlc iiiuili'. Higher ili|iuU' modes have leas ctfeei ami can 
lie effectively del lined by varying the disk thickness t along 
the structure such that the iHstributinii of thicknessi's is 
nearly Gni|ssiau['1]. The disk thickness ( lias little cried 
mi the lowest dipole mode, so the aperture (liaiiiclcr 2n 
is varied along the structure such that the distribution of 
lowest synchronous dipole mode fretpiencirs ]\ is nearly 
Ciaussian. While the synchronous dipnle inodc frequencies 
of the cells are not the same as the dipnlc niiide fiequen-
cies of the structure, the distributions of the frequencies 
are similar according to eipiivalenl circuit models of the 
structuri'(5l. 

A Gaussian distribution with mis width la = 11.7 GHz 
provides decoherence of the Wakefield elfects by the lime 
the following bunch arrives (1.4 lis). To obtain good cancel
lation of wakefield effects over the whole bunch train {per
haps 90 bunches) it is necessary to have a good distribution 
of modes. Beam dynamics siniulal Ums[G] for the N LC indi
cate the tolerance for systematic relative frequency errors 
is approximately 10"', hence accurate calculations of / i 
are important fur the design of detuned accelerator struc
tures. 

The lowest synchronous dipole mode frequency / j was 
calculated using YAPJ). The cell diameter 2b wan fixed 
using the beam synchronism constraint (1), so two param
eters remain for the dipole mode calculations: 2n and t. 
Frequencies at two phase advances (j> close to the syn
chronous phase and 0.02 radians apart were computed for 
15 cells. Calculations on three successively refined meshes 
were extrapolated to zero mesh size, with conservative er
ror estimates ranging from 120 KHz for large ( cases to 
400 KHz for small i cases. Then the lowest synchronous 
dipole mode frequency and phase advance were obtained 
using linear interpolation. The frequencies were lit to a 
polynomial quadratic in 2« and I. The estimated error of 
the fit is GOO KHz. The fit is shown in Figure 2 anil is 
expected to be good only near the region encompassed by 
the 15 calculated points. 

The Gaussian distributions for / and f\ for 2I1G cells 
were truncated at ±2<r. The range of the disk thickness / 
was chosen to be 0.1 cm to 0.2cm. This is sufficient to spec-

phase advance 0 (degrees) 
Figure 3. Dispersion diagram for the two lowest dipole 
modes of t hrce differrnet cells of t he st ructure. The dashed 
line is the lirst (input) cell, the dotted line is the middle cell 
and the solid line is ihe last (output) cell. The dot-dash 
line is the velocity of light line. 

ifv I for nil cells. The relative range of / , was chosen to 
be 111.1%. With this information only ime free parameter 
for Ihe whole structure remains. In practice Ihe parameter 
was the aperture diameter 2u of the lirst cell, but the av
erage lowest synchronous dipole mode frequency is also n 
viable free parameter. In either case the free parameter de
termines/i for each cell. Given/i and I for a cell the aper
ture diameter 2u WILS found using the quadratic polynomial 
approximation to the lowest synchronous dipole mode fre
quency. Then the cell diameter 2ft was obtained from 2«, 
I and the synchronism constraint (1). 

III. STRUCTURE RF PARAMETERS 
RF parameters like the shunt impedance, quality fac

tor Q, group velocity LJ, and peak surface field to ac
celerating gradient ratio £ 1 | m „ / £ v [ were computed for 
the accelerating mode by SUPERFISH[8] for a few of the 
cells. While the code calculates RF parameters for peri
odic structures, the calculations arc still valid locally for 
tlie detuned structure since the cell dimensions vary slowly. 
A polynomial fit was used to obtain the RF parameters for 
the remaining cells. The filling time of the structure was 
computed from 

The free parameter (e.g.. the aperture diameter 2a of the 
first cell) of the structure was varied to achieve T; = 
10(1 usee, The corresponding cell dimensions are plot led 
in Figures 1 and 2. 

Dispersion curves for the two lowest dipole modes of 
three cells (lirst, middle and last) of the structure were 
computed using YAP and are shown in Figure 3. 

The accelerating gradient along the length of the 
structure was computed[9] by first finding the attenua
tion r(:) aloug the structure, 

T{z)=[*mw) (4) 
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Figure 4. Accelerating gradient aluug tin- length of the 
structure f»r 10UMW input power and various slru< inn-
types. 
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Figure 5. Peak surface gradient along the length of the de
tuned accelerator structure for 100 MW iuput power. 

where w = 1nf0 is the angular frequency. Then the power 
tlow P(z) in the structure is 

P(:) = Pi»e 

and the accelerating gradient is 

-2r(.-) 

Eut(t) 
I , ,dP 

(*) 

(5) 

(0) 

where r(z) is the shunt impedance per unit length. The 
gradient is shown in Figure 4 along with gradients for a 
conventional constant gradient structure and a constant 
impedance structure. All three structures in Figure 4 have 
the same attenuation constant r. 

It is noteworthy that the peak surface field £„,,„„,, on 
the disk edges varies little along the structure as shown in 
Figure 5. The first cell has a thin disk and large aperture, 
•'o Es.mnx/Eircc is high (S 3) but E„ r r is small due to tin-
low shunt impedance and high group velocity. For the last 
cell the situatiuii is just the opposite. Other RF parameters 
are listed in Table I. 

Section length 1.8 in 
Phase advance per cell 2ir/3 radians 
Iris aperture: 

radius 5.72 3.9! nun 
normalized ratlins D.218A IU49A 

Group velocity 0.12c 0.03c 
Filling time 100 ns 
Unloaded time constant 207 lBGns 
Attenuation constant 0.517 nepers 
Shunt impedance 07.5 88.0 MQ/m 
Elastanco 853-946V7pC/m 
For oOMV/m average gradient; 

Peak input powcr/(1.8iu) 48.1M\V/in 
Peak power per feed 8G.5 MW 
Average power dissipation 

| for 250 ns pulses, )80pps 1.4k\V/iu 
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